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Abstract

This paper studies identification and estimation of the linear-in-means model of social interactions. Using a

quasi-panel data approach, we show how endogenous social effects can be identified in the presence of unobserved

group effects.
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1. Introduction

The idea that social context matters for individual outcomes forms the basis of a large and

growing literature in economics. Peer or social group attributes and behavior are posited to affect

individual behavior and vice versa. Much of this research is motivated by the observation that many

individual outcomes, such as earnings, academic achievement, criminal behavior, sickness and

unemployment, vary much more between social groups than within them. In attempting to

empirically model social interactions, researchers typically augment regressions that include
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individual-level covariates with measures of group-level characteristics. Solon (1999), Brock and

Durlauf (2001) and Ginther et al. (2000), provide recent surveys of this literature. Significant

coefficients on the group-level variables are taken to indicate the presence of social, peer group or

bneighborhoodQ effects.

The identifying assumptions underlying much of the research were first formally analyzed by

Manski (1993), in his now seminal breflection problemQ paper, which established two non-

identification results. First, it is in general impossible to distinguish the effects of social interactions

from those driven unobserved group characteristics (see Manski (1993), Corollary to Proposition 1).

Second, it is impossible to distinguish between endogenous social effects, where individual behavior

varies with mean reference group behavior, and exogenous social effects, where individual behavior

varies with mean group composition (see Manski, 1993, Proposition 1).

In this paper, we provide an extra source of information that can help identify the linear-in-means

model of social interactions with unobserved group effects. We focus on identification of endogenous

social effects from unobserved group characteristics under the assumption that exogenous social

effects are not present1. We reinterpret the linear-in-means model as a quasi-panel data model, where

the bcross sectional dimensionQ equals the number of observed social groups and the btime series

dimensionQ equals the number of sampled individuals within each group. Using our quasi-panel

reinterpretation, it is straightforward to see that Manski’s first non-identification result for the linear-in-

means model is analogous to the inability of a standard bfixed effectsQ regression to identify

coefficients on group-invariant regressors. Exploiting the idea of Hausman and Taylor (1981)

developed for panel data models, we identify the between-group variation that contains information on

the social multiplier (Manski, 1993; Becker and Murphy, 2000; Glaeser et al., 2002). Existence of

instruments generating exogenous between-group variation plays the role of the extra information

needed to overturn the result of Manski (1993). Despite their simplicity, our results do not seem to be

ex-ante obvious given the idiosyncratic state of empirical work.
2. Identification by a quasi-panel approach

In this section we discuss the linear-in-means models of social interactions. We begin by considering

the case where the researcher has access to a grouped cross-section of data, where the econometrician

observes N non-overlapping social groups individuals (g=1, . . ., N) and where Mg individuals (i=1,

. . ., Mg) are sampled in the gth group. The following linear-in-means model of social interactions

generates the observed data,

ygi ¼ Eg ygi
� �

b þ Eg x Vgi
� �

c þ x Vgid þ r Vgig þ ugi

ugi ¼ ag þ egi ð1Þ

where all variables are measured in deviations from sample means. Here, Eg[d ] denotes the mean for the

gth group. Let ygi equal the outcome /behavior of interest for the ith individual in the gth group.
1
In contrast, Brock and Durlauf (2001) focused on identification of endogenous social effects from exogenous social effects under the

assumption that there does not exist any unobserved group characteristic. Their identification strategy utilized nonlinearity of the model, which

cannot be exploited in linear models.
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Following the terminology introduced by Manski (1993), the coefficient on Eg[ ygi]—the average

outcome within the gth group—determines the strength of endogenous social effects in explaining

individual outcomes. In addition to ygi, we observe xgi, a vector of individual characteristics that also

generate exogenous (contextual) social effects, and rgi, a vector of individual characteristics that operate

at the individual level only. Finally ag, which is not observed by the econometrician, captures the

presence of correlated group effects.

We will focus on a simple version of Eq. (1), where there are no exogenous social effects

(dim(xgi)=J=0):

ygi ¼ Eg ygi
� �

b þ rVgig þ ag þ egi: ð2Þ

It is useful to compute several transformations of the structural model (2). These transformations will

form the basis of our identification and estimation strategy.

Taking group means of both sides of (2) and solving for Eg[ ygi] yields the social equilibrium (c.f.,

Manski, 1993):

Eg ygi
� �

¼ Eg rVgi
� � g

1� b
þ ag

1� b
ð3Þ

where we assume Eg[egi]=0 without loss of generality. Throughout we also assume that every group is

in social equilibrium, i.e., Eg[ ygi] satisfies (3) for all g. Under this assumption, we can work with a

reduced form version of the linear-in-means model2. Substituting the social equilibrium (3) into the

structural model (2) results in

ygi ¼ rVgig þ Eg rVgi
� � bg

1� b
þ aTg þ egi g ¼ 1; . . . ;N ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;Mg ð4Þ

where aTg ¼
ag
1�b.

Suppose tentatively that we observe Eg[rgi] for each group. We can then identify h and D if we can

identify the coefficients on Eg[rgi] and rgi. Regarding Eq. (4) as a quasi-panel model, it is clear that a

simple fixed effects approach will not identify h because Eg[rgi] plays a role analogous to a time-

invariant regressor in a standard panel data model. The group-invariant social interactions vector,

Eg[rgi], will be eliminated by the within-group transformation, which forms the basis of the fixed effects

approach. Hence viewing (4) as a quasi-panel data model provides an intuitive reinterpretation of Manski

(1993) main non-identification result appropriate to this sampling structure. Fortunately, it is well-known

that a generalization of the instrumental variables strategy of Hausman and Taylor (1981) can be used to

identify the coefficient of a time-invariant regressor in a standard panel data model. Our identification

strategy exploits this type of intuition.

In order to discuss identification and estimation it will prove useful to rewrite the reduced form, (4), in

terms of observables only as

ygi ¼ rVgig þ rPVg
bg

1� b
þ ugi ð5Þ
2
The social equilibrium assumption is strong, but it eliminates the intrinsic simultaneity problem that characterizes the structural model.
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where

ugi ¼
ag

1� b
� r Vg � Eg r Vgi

� �� � bg
1� b

þ egi:

Note that replacing the unobserved Eg[rgi] vector with its sample analogue, r̄g, creates an error-in-

variables problem.

We first discuss how g can be identified by the within-group variation. The within-group version of

the reduced form is obtained by inspecting (4):

ỹygi ¼ r̃rVgig þ ẽegi; ð6Þ

where for any vector sgi, s̃giu sgi� s̄g. Note that g is identified as the limit of the OLS estimator of ỹgi on

r̃gi under a standard strict exogeneity condition on rgi: If E egijrg1; . . . ; rgMg ;Eg rgi
� �

; ag
� �

¼ 0, then we

have

g ¼ E
XMg

i¼1

r̃rgir̃rVgi

" # !�1

E
XMg

i¼1

r̃rgiỹygi

" #
¼ plim

1

N

XN
g¼1

XMg

i¼1

r̃rgir̃rVgi

 !" #�1
1

N

XN
g¼1

XMg

i¼1

r̃rgiỹygi

 !" #

ð7Þ

We now discuss how g
1�b can be identied by the between-group variation. From the reduced form (5)

we note that ȳg equals:

yg ¼ r Vg
g

1� b
þ ug ð8Þ

This is the between-group version of the reduced form linear-in-means model. We assume existence

of an instrument qg that satisfy the following standard conditions of instrument validity:

E[qgūg]=0,E[qgEg[rVgi]]p 0,dim(qg)zdim(rgi). It then follows that

g
1� b

¼ plim
1

N

XN
g¼1

rgqg

 !
1

N

XN
g¼1

qgq Vg

 !�1
1

N

XN
g¼1

qgr Vg

 !8<
:

9=
;

�1

� 1

N

XN
g¼1

rgqg

 !
1

N

XN
g¼1

qgq Vg

 !�1
1

N

XN
g¼1

qgyg

 !
: ð9Þ

The limit of the within OLS estimator (7) identifies g, while g
1�b can be identified as the limit of the

between 2SLS estimator (9). These two sources of identification can then be combined to produce an

estimator for b. Intuitively, our identification strategy exploits a basic prediction of the linear-in-means

model to achieve identification: in the presence of social effects, the impact of covariate differences on

the between-group variation in outcomes should be greater than the corresponding effect on within-

group variation. This prediction accords well with the notion that social interactions generate bexcessive
variationQ in outcomes. Put differently, the relationship between ȳg and r̄g exhibits a bmultiplierQ effect,
which is our source of identication for b (Lewis, 1963; Becker and Murphy, 2000; Glaeser et al., 2002).

The success of this identification strategy crucially hinges on the availability on an exogenous source of
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between-group variation in r̄g. Our instrument based identification strategy is one way of extracting such

variation.

Thus far we have only explored identification of the linear-in-means model without exogenous social

effects. When some exclusion restriction is available, we can in principle identify exogenous social

effects as well. Suppose that

ygi ¼ bEg ygi
� �

þ Eg x Vgi
� �

c þ x Vgid þ rVgig þ ag þ egi

Then we can identify the exogenous social effects c and the endogenous social effects b from the

reduced form

ygi ¼ x Vgid þ r Vgig þ Eg x Vgi
� � c þ bd

1� b
þ Eg rVgi

� � bg
1� b

þ ag
1� b

þ egi

which can be identified by methods discussed before. Note that we are assuming the presence of a vector

of individual-level covariates, rgi, that operate at the individual-level only and hence do not generate

contextual effects (Moffitt, 2001; Brock and Durlauf, 2001). Such exclusion restriction will probably be

difficult to justify in practice, though.
3. Summary

This paper has presented new results on identification and estimation for the linear-in-means model of

social interactions. Our main innovation is to illustrate that the linear-in-means model can be

reinterpreted as a quasi-panel model. The advantages of this reinterpretation include transparent and

intuitive identifying conditions and an associated GMM framework for estimation and inference.
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